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Introduction:   

Welcome to our fifth Full Thrust event at Pensaon. 
This year’s event, by popular request, will be formatted as a 
big team game. This is will not be a ‘hard core ‘competitive 
event, per say, but an opportunity for players to try their 
designs in a friendly relaxed setting. 

 Full Thrust: Project Continuum rules (revision 1.1.4) 
dated April 2017) will be used with a few addendums listed 
below.  Additionally some items from the ‘House Rules 
Document’ will be in effect.   Entry fee is $5.00 to cover the 
cost of prizes.  This will be an ideal setting for new players to 
become immersed in this terrific and addictive game. 

New players are highly encouraged to attend and 
rules will be taught if needed.  We do ask that you have your 
own (or borrowed) models and SSDs’ however we will have 
one loaner fleet available.  The various fleet books have SSDs 
you can utilize if you do not wish to make up your own.  
There are a large selection of SSDs available at 
https://emeraldcoastskunkworks.wordpress.com/  
http://fullthrust.star-ranger.com/ also has some great 

resources.   Aside from the loaner fleet and its SSDs, the 
event organizers will not be able to loan any models or SSDs. 

 
Scenario Background 
The Tekon Empire ruled over two thirds of our galaxy some 

10,000 years ago.  Even Earth was an outpost of the empire.  

All that remains of the once great empire are a few scattered 

ruins and relics.  At least that’s all that has been found until 

now.  Six months ago a rouge Xeno-Achelogist discovered a 

major Tekon colony system nestled inside a dark nebulae.   

His ship was nearly destroyed getting in and out but what he 

found was two nearly intact colony worlds and a huge orbital 

station.  As with all discoveries this one was nearly 

impossible to keep secret and before long every power in 

the galaxy was moving in to stake a claim.  You have been 

ordered by you government and it allies to lead a flotilla into 

the nebulae and stake a claim! 

Fleet Composition Special Rules:   

 Players have 2000 NPV points (including 
fighters/gunboats) in which to build their fleets. There is no 
restriction on ship classes but all fleets must contain at least 
three ships.  Also players are required to bring two 
additional models to serve as planetary assault ships.  These 
should be cruiser sized (as appropriate for your fleet).  These 
models may be anything from warships to freighters.       
 Fleets may NOT contain more than six fighters, 
heavy missiles, Salvo missile launchers, PBLs, gunboats (or 
other ordinance) or combination thereof.   For example a 
fleet may contain four fighter squadrons and two Salvo 
Missile launchers.   
This is to facilitate faster play and force players to take 
special care to concentrate their scarce fighter and missile 
resources.   
 Other than the restrictions above- anything goes! 
 

 Ship Design Special Rules: 
 No weapons larger than Class 6 may be employed. 
(Most weapons are no larger than Class 4 anyway) 
 The ‘Flawed Design’ system may not be used.  All 
other systems and weapons may be used. 
 “Monster Ships’ (page 116) may not be built. 
 The first ADFC a ship mounts does not take up mass 
but does cost points. 
 Ships may use Spinal Mounts. 
 Wave Guns, Reflex Fields and Nova Cannons may not 
be used. 
 Any of the Cloaking systems may be used except the 
Tuffley cloak.  
 Sub-Light ships may not be used unless the fleet 
includes a ‘tug’ 
 A ship equipped with Heavy Missiles (Capital 
Missiles) may only launch one missile per undamaged Fire 
Control.  Advanced Fire Control will not modify this. 
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The following rules from the ‘House Rules Document’ may 
be used: Mine Launchers and Special Characters.  Note your 
fleet may only include one of each type of character.   
  
The following special rules will be employed 
FTL rules will be in use but modified as follows.  Ships may 
use their FTLs to jump to any point on the table at the start 
of the mvt phase if they have jump written in their orders, 
the distance and the ‘clock facing’ they will travel.  The ships 
orientation stays the same.  Ship mvt is otherwise plotted as 
normal.   A ship must jump a minimum of 24”.  After a jump 
the ship moves from its new location as normal.   However, a 
ship with jump written in its orders may not launch 
fighters/missiles or any other type of ordinance nor may it 
fire any weapons.  It may not launch ‘Battle Riders either.  
However PDS type weapons will function normally.  It may 
recover fighters.   Ships under cloak may not use their FTLs 
nor may they jump into an orbital track (or planet/station).  
If they do they are destroyed 
 
Ortillery will be used as detailed in the scenario.  

 

Models:  Only actual starship models will be permitted. No 

paper counters allowed. All models should be painted. Each 
fleet will typically consist of only 4-6 ships. Everyone should 
be able to paint at least that much!  Additionally, all bases 
should have markings for a minimum of 6 firing arcs.  In lieu 
of marked bases players may use ‘fire arc’ gauges.     
 For ships that have different capabilities but similar 
or identical models, players should make every effort to 
differentiate them.   

 
 
SSDs:  All ships will, obviously, need an SSD to go with 

them. All SSDs should have a drawing or photo of the ship 
they represent; applicable weapon data such as to hit charts, 
damage, etc. (a copy of the Quick Reference Sheet will do); 
and of course the Ship Systems Display itself.  This is to make 
it easier to see at a glance what your ship can do. An 
example of an SSD can be seen below   Please DO NOT draw 
your SSDs on a piece of graph paper (or napkin) with a 
pencil!   
An excellent source for making your SSDs can be found here:   
http://www.mechworld.de/ 

SSD Examples: 

 

 

 

Prizes   and Judging:  Ah, the best part!  There will be a 

Prize for Grand Admiral (the player with the most victory 
points) and for Grandest Fleet(Best looking/designed fleet) 
which all players will vote for. 
 After the first round players will vote for their 
favorite fleet.   If players wish, they may do a small write up 
about their forces.  Players may pick their favorite using 
whatever criteria they wish (most creative SSD, best painted, 
‘WOW factor’, coercion or bribery, etc.).  
             There will also be a Bunch of ‘give-a-way’ goodies 
provided by our sponsors 
 

Tokens, Tape Measures, Templates, Dice, Rule 
Books, Pencils, etc., etc. 
 Every player is expected to have whatever items 
they need to play. Everyone is expected to bring their own 
dice, templates, tape measures, turn gauges, ordinance 
counters (Missiles, Plasma Bolts, Mines), and rulebooks. The 
event organizers will not provide these things, and obviously, 
you will have a hard time playing without them. For those 
that forget to bring an item, there will be vendors with 
booths set up, and you may purchase whatever items you 
need. 
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This is a team game with players divided into two competing 
forces.   Victory will go to the side that controls the most 
combat locations on the three objectives.   There will be an 
overall victor however.   The Best Admiral award will go to 
the player with the largest number of landing forces on the 
objectives.   

 
 

Set Up 
There will be three objectives, two planets and one space 
station.  Each will have eight sectors that players will deploy 
landing forces onto during the scenario.   
Players will have an 8” deployment zone on the long edge.  
Each players ships must be deployed within 12” of each 
other.  Starting speed is up to 2x their thrust or 8.  After that 
there are no restrictions where players move their ships.   

 
 
 

 
 

Landing Forces 
Landing Forces (LFs) are an empire’s ‘ground pounders’ and 
represent everything from power armored troops, robotic 
soldiers, biological constructs or regular infantry.   Whatever 
is appropriate to your races background.  These are 
deployed from normal starships.  
Heavy Landing Forces (HLFs) are mechanized units, tanks, 
low flying support aircraft, large drones etc.  These are only 
deployed from special planetary assault ships.   
 

Dropping troops 
Troops can be dropped at any point during the movement 
phase.  They are either dropped uncontested into 
unoccupied zones or ‘hot dropped’ on top of enemy 
positions.  They may not be intercepted by any PDS, fighters 
or anything.  Simply place a troop counter on the planets 
base.     To drop troops a ship must be within 3 mu of the 
planet as indicated on the planet template. Ships may drop 
one LF for every full 50 mass of ship.  This means escort ships 
cannot drop troops.  They simply are not large enough to 
carry enough soldiers to make a difference in a full scale 

planetary assault.   Once a ship is down to its last row of hull 
boxes it may no longer drop troops. 
 
HLFs are only dropped from the assault ships. Each ship may 
drop one HLF and LF for each undestroyed row of Hull Boxes 
EXCEPT the last row.  In effect an undamaged ship may drop 
three of each.   
  
Ships are assumed to have an unlimited supply of LFs 
however each side will have a limited number of LF and HLF 
counters so in theory there is an upper limit to what each 
side will deploy. 
 
LFs and HLFs may only be deployed into zones that are either 
unoccupied or contain only friendly troops.  (see ‘Hot Drops’ 
below) HLFs may not be deployed to the Space Station!   
 
Transporters and Assault Shuttles are designed for attacking 
ships and cannot drop enough troops on a planet to make 
any difference.  They may not be used to drop LFs 
 

 



HOT DROPS 
Troops may be Hot Dropped into a sector that is already 
occupied by enemy troops.  Troops on the ground get a 
free round of fire on the dropping troops.  Roll a D6 for 
each LF or HLF.  On a 5 destroy one dropping troop, on 
a 6 destroy two (remember HLFs require two hits to 
destroy) and get a re-roll.  HLF add +1 to all rolls.   
Once all fire on dropping troops is resolved place the 
troops in the sector they landed.   After ship movement 
all troops in the sector fight as normal until one side is 
eliminated.  Note: this is outside the normal ground 
combat order of play. 
Dropped troops may fight troops in other sectors but 
may not move into other sectors until the following 
turn. 
 

Terrain Rules- making Orbit 
The only terrain of importance is of course is the planets and 
space station. The station is large enough to create a gravity 
well so it follows all the same rules as planets.   The inner 
circle of the planet template will block line of sight.   Any 
model crossing the inner circle is destroyed. 
 
Ships may enter orbit as per the rules on page 137 “The 
super simple and totally unrealistic way” 
 

 
 

Attacking LFs and HLFs from Orbit. 
In order for a ship to attack a planetary target it must 
actually be in orbit (none of these rules may be used for 
the space station).  And over or adjacent, to the sector 
it wishes to attack.  
 
Ortillery- may be used to destroy enemy landing forces.   
Each counts as a beam 2 and may only be fired from the 
orbital track.   Each ortillery system requires a 
dedicated fire control to fire.  On a 4,5 one LF is 
destroyed on a 6 two are destroyed- no re-rolls 
 
Anti-ship weapons may be used to fire on enemy 
ground units as well.  Each weapon requires a 
dedicated fire control and a single D6 is rolled 
regardless of the weapon being used.  On a 6 one 

enemy LF/HLF is destroyed.  On a 1 one friendly LF/HLF 
is destroyed if there are friendly units in an adjacent 
sector. 
 
Missiles may not be fired at LFs.  Unengaged fighters 
may make ground attacks but consume 2 units of 
endurance for each attack.  Place the fighter in the 
orbital track in the zone you wish the fighter to attack.  
It makes its attacks as if it were attacking a ship.  
LFs/HLFs are always assumed to count as one PDS 
which may fire at the fighters before they make their 
attack.  A 5 will destroy one fighter; a 6 will also destroy 
one fighter and get a re-roll.  For heavy fighters only a 6 
will score a hit.   
After PDS fire is resolved the fighter attacks ground 
targets and may designate their targets as follows.  Roll 
a D6.  On 5 destroy one LF or HLF (owners choice) on a 
6  the fighter may choose to remove a single LF or HLF 
and then gets the usual re-roll.   This way fighters may 
provide close support to take out HLFs which is their 
primary job anyway.  
 

Ground Combat 
Immediately after boarding actions are completed in phase 
13 players may conduct ground combat operations.   
 
Opposing troops in adjoining planetary sectors may fight one 
another.  Both players roll one die for each LF they have.  On 
a 5 they eliminate one enemy LF or HLF (owner’s choice) on 
a 6 they eliminate two and get a re-roll.   HLFs add one to 
their die rolls but only a natural 6 grants a re-roll.    
Additionally HLFs require two hits to destroy.  If there are 
not enough hits to destroy a HLF it remains in play.    
 
If one side is whipped out or withdraws the winner may 
move as many LFs or HLFs into the sector he wishes to. 
Either side may choose to break off and retreat (before die 
rolls are made) into an adjoining sector that is either 
unoccupied or has friendly LFs. 
 
After ground combat is over for that turn players may move 
any LF or HLF from one zone to another provided it does not 
move into or across a zone occupied by enemy LFs or HLFs 
 
Units are moved by zone, in initiative order.  
 

Game Length 
The game lasts 6 turns unless two of the objectives are fully 
controlled before turn 6.   
 
 
 



 
Note: If every ship in your fleet is equipped with Cloaking Systems or Cloaking Devices then you get a cloak on your transports for 
free.  If your fleet has a both Cloaking Systems and Cloaking devices then your transports are equipped with Cloaking Devices for 
free.  If every ship in your fleet is equipped with Holo-Fields then your transports have Holo-Fields for free.   
 

*Players MUST have a copy of these SSDs to use the transport rules.   


